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CLASSICAL KMS CONDITION AND TOMITA-TAKESAKI THEORY
G. GALLAVOTTI
(Istituto Matematico, Universita di Roma, Italia)

The following structure arises in the theory of quantum
(&,p)

statistical mechanics : a pair
involutive algebra
family of

is given consisting in an

£t which is the inductive union of an increasing

C^-algebras with unity and

p

is a state on

(SL i.e. a

positive normalized functional on it.
Among the states

p

there are some which play a special

role and which in the physical applications are called

"equilibrium

states".
To introduce the mathematical definition of the equilibrium
states remark that the structure of the algebra
truct a cyclic

^-representation

tion. We shall denote

£

(jZ allows to cons-

TT^ : (2L -> B (h) via the GNS construc-

the cyclic vector and

TT (A)

the image of

P

A C (ZL

in

B

(h) .

Then the following class of states was suggested naturally
for mathematical study by mathematical physics.

p

Definition. A state

is an equilibrium state for some

hamiltonian or, briefly, is KMS if
(i) A quadratic form is defined on

TT (A) £ x ^ (A) r
P

(TT
P

(i.e.

(A)Ç,TT ( B ) Ç

p(A*A)

p

(BA*)

p

(A A*) = 0 )

P

O
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and defines a positive symmetric operator

D

such

that
$ (TT

(A)^/TT

P

(B)^)

=

(DTT

P

(B*)^,DTT
P

(A*) £ )
P

(ii) the closure of

D

is essentially s.a. on TT ( QJ) £

(i.e. the form

^

is closable).

P

I shall not enter into the reasons why the above two mathematical conditions are related to the characterisation of the
equilibrium states in quantum statistical mechanics.
I shall rather describe some properties of the KMS states
on an algebra

(SL of the above type. A most remarkable theorem is

the following.

Theorem.
I ¿5 P

¿6 a KMS ¿tate. and

q<¿n<¿nat<¿d by

TT ( C t )

vlt ^ v-lt s ^
k<¿nc<¿ tk<¿ map

<R ii> tkt Von Uaumann algzbtia

tk<¿n V > 0 and
vlt v V

R -> a^fR) = V** R V'** , R e. R

¿ó an auto-

mofipk¿&m o £ ft .

This theorem allows to associate to each KMS state a group
of automorphisms of

<R

which is called the "time-evolution group"

associated to the stationary state

p

and its generator

H = log D

has, in the physical interpretation, something to do with the hamiltonian of the system.
The interest of the above definition lies, among other
things, in the fact that, because of the above theorem, to every
KMS (equilibrium) state is automatically associated what is, by the
mathematical physicists, considered a partially satisfactory time
evolution for the observables which makes the state stationary.
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From a mathematical point of view the above.theorem is a
simple corollary of the Tomita-Takesaki theorem.
Theorem.
Let

R

be a Von Neumann algebia on a Hllbent Apace

aAAume that then.e exlAt* a vecton

£eh

h

which. 16 cyclic

and 6expatiating ion. <R . Then the qu.adn.atlc &on.m
ned on

<R^X ^ £ by
vlt vlt^

vlt ^ v-lt s ^

16 cloi>able and the a^Aoclated openaton. V
V > 0

defi

16 &u.ch that

and
vlt ^ v-lt s ^

Viceversa, the Tomita-Takesaki theorem is a consequence
of theorem 1 .
The physical situation can be perhaps better understood
by considering classical systems on which the mathematicians have
often more intuition.
In classical statistical mechanics one is naturally given
a

* -algebra

K ; the state
dense in

a

of bounded smooth functions on a topological space
p

is now a Lebesgue measure on

K

such that

(£L is

L2 (p) .
A naive interpretation of the KMS condition can be easily

given in this case. It is easily seen, however, that in this case
the conditions i) , ii) are automatically satisfied and the operator
D

is just the identify.
In other words this naive formulation of the KMS condition

in classical mechanics is totally trivial and deprived of any interest
what so ever.
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As I said the above definition of KMS state is natural
from a physical point of view in the study of quantum statistical
mechanics and, therefore, it is clear that to find the proper formu
lation for the classical KMS condition one needs to go back to the
physical interpretation of the theory.

A simple way of finding out the "classical KMS condition"
is to remember that in quantum mechanics there appears an arbitrary
constant

ft

and almost all interesting properties of the quantum

systems have a non trivial sense in the limit as ft -> 0 .

If one goes back to the physical interpretation of the
quantum statistical mechanics one realizes that the constant

ft

is

hidden in several places : in fact, for instance, we had called the
parameter

t

appearing in the theorem 1 the "time" : it is related
T
to the "physical" time T by the relation t = ^
so the value
of the observable TT (A) at time T is
P
D

i £
*

TT

(A) D

-i *
*

P

and we see that to obtain the classical time behaviour of the obser
vable

A

the limit ft -* 0

has to be taken at fixed

T

which is

completely unclear what it could mean.
However the physicists have developed a rather powerful
technique to take these kind of limits "by inspection". I do not
enter into the above heuristic considerations. The first is that
putting

fi

turns out

all over the appropriate places and letting ft -+ 0
heuristically that the algebra

some further structure : namely on
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operation which is defined, abstractly, as a map of & * <2t into smooth
functions on

K

such that

a) {f,g> = -{g,f) = {f,g>
b) {f,gh} = {f,g}h + {f,h}g
and the KMS condition which is the natural limit as ft -> 0

of the

above quantum KMS condition is the following :
i) the quadratic form on a x Qx
ib

(f ,g) =

o ({f ,g>)

defines an emisymmetric operator
domain

¿6 ou

L2 (p)

with

(£L such that
if> (f,g)

'(if) g dp

ii) the closure of the operator

£

is essentially anti-

selfadjoint on &L .

The interest of the above definition, besides its formal
analogy with the quantum KMS condition, lies in the following theorem

Theorem 3.
IJS

P

1* a KMS 6tate

B a {low

ST

on

(K,p)

&uch that

*i e-L (p )

(e £t ¿1 (x) = HSt

x)

This theorem is a consequence and probably, equivalent in
some sense to the following more abstract result.

Theorem 4.
Let

<£ be an openaton. on

L^fp)

antlà elfiadjolnt on an algebna

which li> essentially

CsicL^ (p )

denization on (SL . Thene exists a {low
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Auck that
(e^

i) (x)

i(St x)

This last theorem seems of interest in itself and it seems
to have not yet been explicitely remarked in the literature. Its
proof is strikingly similar to the proof of the theorem 2 of
Tomita-Takesaki. Heuristically it can be obtained by introducing the
arbitrary constant

ft

and by wisely letting it tend to zero in all

the crucial steps of the proof of the theorem of Tomita-Takesaki.

It seems possible that many interesting concepts and theo
rems of the theory of the Von Neumann algebras may be carried to
function algebras with Poisson bracket structure. The role of the theo
rem of Tomita-Takesaki should now be played by the above two theorems
and the correspondence principle should be a powerful heuristic tool.
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